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Abstract
Our group is currently developing two new instruments to conduct commensal searches for extraterrestrial

intelligence (SETI) at the Green Bank Telescope and Arecibo Observatory. The SETI sky surveys conducted
with these two instruments will use all available receivers at these two facilities and target a range of signal
types. When complete, these surveys will be the most sensitive and thorough sky surveys for radio emission
produced by extraterrestrial technology ever conducted. Here we describe the technical details of our new digital
instruments, including the signal acquisition, distribution and science processing components. We also discuss
expected science returns and potential expansions to the digital system that could enable wider bandwidths and
allow other observers to use the system for their own commensal programs with a minimal investment in new
hardware.

1 Introduction
Millennia after human beings first considered their place in the cosmos, the prevalence or scarcity of

life outside the Earth remains one of the most compelling and elusive questions humanity has sought to answer.
Today, modern astronomy and astrobiology are at the front lines of this exploration along several fronts, including
in-situ measurements on the surfaces and in the atmospheres of other bodies in our own solar system, remote
sensing of extrasolar planet atmospheres and direct searches for evidence of advanced extraterrestrial technology
(SETI). Though we seek to understand the cosmological distribution of life in all its forms, it is undeniable
that very complex extraterrestrial life, notably life that is self-aware and develops technology, is particularly
interesting in its potential similarities with our own species. The discovery of intelligent life on another world
would be among the most impactful discoveries in the history of science.

Radio astronomy has long played a prominent role in searches for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI),
beginning with the first suggestions by Cocconi and Morrison [1] that narrow-band radio signals near 1420
MHz might be effective tracers of advanced technology and early experiments along these lines by Frank Drake
in 1961 [2], continuing through to more recent investigations searching for a variety of coherent radio signals
indicative of technology at a wider range of frequencies, e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The motivation for radio searches for
extraterrestrial intelligence has been throughly discussed in the literature [8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], but the salient
arguments are the following: 1. coherent radio emission is commonly produced by advanced technology (judging
by Earth’s technological development), 2. electromagnetic radiation can convey information at the maximum
velocity currently known to be possible, 3. radio photons are energetically cheap to produce, 4. certain types
of coherent radio emissions are easily distinguished from astrophysical background sources, especially within the
so-called “terrestrial microwave window” and, 5. these emissions can transit vast regions of interstellar space
relatively unaffected by gas, plasma and dust.

The SETI search space is so broad in many dimensions, including both frequency and sky location, that a
proper search requires very large amounts of telescope time. Yet the dedication of significant amounts of observing
time on the largest publicly-funded radio telescopes to a single science program, let alone one as speculative as
SETI, is simply not possible. More than 30 years ago, SETI astronomers devised a solution that they dubbed
“parasitic SETI.” By taking advantage of the fact that the amplified sky signal from a radio telescope can be
duplicated many times over with very little added noise or loss of sensitivity, SETI astronomers could piggy-
back on other users observations to conduct vast sky surveys for signs of intelligent life without ever billing a
minute of primary-user time. Now more appropriately called commensal observing, this technique has enabled
the SERENDIP, SETI@home and AstroPulse projects to use the Arecibo Observatory to conduct the deepest
and most comprehensive radio SETI sky survey in history [5].

2 New Instruments
In early 2014, our group is deploying two new commensal instruments at Arecibo Observatory and the

Green Bank Telescope that will be used to conduct simultaneous searches for extraterrestrial intelligence and
fast radio transients, the latter specifically designed to detect more of the recently identified fast radio bursts
(FRBs) [15]. This system uses a single set of analog-digital converters and digital signal processing electronics
to digitize, coarsely channelize and distribute time domain or full-Stokes integrated data products to CPU/GPU
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processing engines via an Ethernet switch (Figures 1, 2 and 3).

Figures 4 and 5 depict the commensal systems with two processing engines, the SETI SERENDIP 6 (SVI)
cluster and the ARTEMIS fast radio burst search system. Both the ARTEMIS and SERENDIP engines operate
completely independently from one another. The overall system is capable of supporting additional Ethernet
subscribers to the coarse channelized data for other experiments.

The SVI engine is the latest SETI instrument developed as part of the 30+ year-old Search for ExtraTerrestrial
Radio Emissions from Nearby Developed Intelligent Populations (SERENDIP) program [16]. In addition to
performing sub-Hz spectroscopy, baseline subtraction and thresholding over the full 2.5 GHz BW, the new in-
strument features real-time RFI excision capabilities, the ability to buffer raw time-domain data and perform
triggered write-to-disk and an architecture that will eventually allow us to implement additional cyclostationary
detection algorithms, e.g. autocorrelation [17]. The ARTEMIS fast radio transient search system performs real-
time dedispersion, thresholding and pulse searching and can optionally trigger captures of raw full-Stokes data
if a high confidence event is discovered [18].

Figure 1: High level system architecture diagram. Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-equipped DSP boards perform signal
acquisition and distribution (Figures 2) and distribute data to a bank of commodity CPU/GPU nodes for signal detection and
logging. (Figure 3).

For SETI observations at Arecibo, up to eight 448 MHz dual-polarization bands can be channelized down
to sub-Hz resolution and searched for emission that could originate with an extraterrestrial technology. For radio
transient searches, the same bands are channelized at ∼100 kHz resolution, detected and run through a dispersion
measure search to identify radio pulses that show the tell-tale signs of alteration due to their transit through
a column of free electrons in the interstellar or intergalactic medium. Our Arecibo system (Figure 5) has been
specifically designed to accommodate the complete analog output of the Arecibo L-band Feed Array (ALFA) but
we will use components of it to process signals from all available receivers. An additional computing node has
been incorporated into the system to perform high-level interference rejection and transmit event alerts to other
telescopes for followup. At the Green Bank Telescope, a similar system to that described above will process one
2.5 GHz dual polarization band (Figure 4).

3 Sensitivity
The minimum detectable flux, Fi, of a narrow band signal in a single polarization is roughly given by1:

Fi = σthreshSsys

√
∆b

t
(1)

Where σthresh is the signal/noise threshold, Ssys is the system equivalent flux density (SEFD) of the
receiving telescope, ∆b is the spectral channel bandwidth and t the integration time.

Figure 6 shows the minimum detectable equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) using available
receivers at Arecibo Observatory and on the Green Bank Telescope, for a transmitter at 5 pc. We have assumed
a 15 σ detection threshold and a 300 s incoherent integration on a continuous-wave sinusoid with 0.8 Hz channel
width. We have used reference system temperature and gain values, neglected galactic synchrotron background
and for frequencies above 15 GHz we assume a 50% weather quantile at the GB site [19]. For reference, a
characteristic EIRP for high-power terrestrial surveillance radars is ∼ 1017 erg s−1, and the EIRP of the Arecibo
Planetary Radar is ∼ 2 x 1020 erg sec−1.

1Assuming the intrinsic received signal width is < ∆b, the spectral channel bandwidth

Figure 2: FPGA Design (symbolic). An analog stream is digitized, coarse channelized, quantized and transmitted over an Ethernet
network.



Figure 3: CPU/GPU software schematic diagram. Multiple software threads running on both CPU cores and graphics processing
units (GPUs) interact through shared memory buffers. Data move from a network interface card (Network Thread) to a GPU for
high resolution channelization (GPU thread) to the CPU for candidate identification (CPU Thread) and final candidates are written
to disk (Disk Thread). Not shown are additional (not yet implemented) threads to perform interference excision and signal drift
correction.
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Figure 4: High level diagram of the Green Bank Telescope commensal digital backend. High-speed 5 GSps analog-to-digital
converters (ADCs) and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) signal processing board sample an IF band between 0.1−2.5 GHz,
coarsely channelize to ∼ 500 kHz resolution and transmit complex voltages to commodity CPU/GPU servers via a 10 GbE switch.
Both SETI and fast radio burst search backends are shown attached to the system.
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Figure 5: High level diagram of the Arecibo commensal digital backend. Analog signals from all seven beams of the ALFA receiver
are digitized using high speed ADCs, fed through a 2048 point polyphase filterbank and distributed to SERENDIP VI compute
nodes via an Ethernet switch. Each SERENDIP VI node detects and accumulates full Stokes spectra for a small portion of the band
from all seven beams and passes these data along to ARTEMIS nodes where they are reformed into full-band spectra and searched
for dispersed pulses. Ultimately, candidate pulse detections from all seven beams are analyzed together to identify dispersed pulses
that are isolated on the celestial sphere; a key discriminant against terrestrial interference.
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Figure 6: The sensitivity of observations conducted at Green Bank and Arecibo Observatory using the instrumentation described
here, expressed as the minimum detectable equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP) using available heterodyne receivers on
the GBT for a transmitter at 5 pc. For frequencies above 15 GHz we assume a 50% weather quantile. See main text and technical
justification for a discussion of other assumptions. For reference, a characteristic EIRP for high-power terrestrial surveillance radars
is ∼ 1017 erg s−1, and the EIRP of the Arecibo Planetary Radar is ∼ 2 x 1020 erg sec−1
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